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About This Game

A thrilling match-3 game that tells the story of Angelo, a young god from Olympus.

Banished to the mortal realm, Angelo must prove his worth to the Grecian king by building the most majestic palace in the dark
and muddy wastelands no one has ever seen. Help Angelo collect the resources he needs to build his palace of wonder. Search
the five beautiful but dangerous corners of the kingdom to help Angelo on his quest, outwitting and defeating powerful Titans

and ferocious creatures at every turn.

Epic story and atmosphere based on mythological figures and settings!

79 challenging match-3 levels!

20 upgrades to build an extraordinary Olympian palace never before seen!

5 unique, challenging worlds to conquer!

Original music compositions with Roman and Celtic stylings!

Also play the second part soon on Steam ...
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Title: The Trials of Olympus
Genre: Casual
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
HH-Games
Franchise:
Match3 Games, Match 3 Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/10

Processor: 1.2GHz CPU

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German
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I've put in a few hours now with this Python programming environment and despite my initial reservations it is quite cool to
work with and has become my go to Python environment. If its needed would depend on how well you get on with the other
mostly free python programming tools out there.. "The Inner World - The Last Windmonk" is the sequel to "The Inner World"
and also a point & click adventure for beginners and advanced adventure gamers.
And even though not having played the first game shouldn't get in the way of solving puzzles and liking the game, I recommend
playing the predecessor first.

The sequel shows the fantasy world of Asposia, three years after the first game's ending. After the so-called flute-nose dynasty
and its survivors rose from being stone statues for years, they are now officially persecuted by a tyrann named Emil who wants
to hunt down and execute all flute-noses, making them responsible for controlling the dangerous basylian monsters (basically
flying mechanical dragons which were a creation of the last dictator who told his people they were living, dangerous creatures).
One flute-nose, young protagonist Robert, returns to Asposia, discovering the horrors to his family members and heavily
controlled society. He wants to stop the persecution while also finding his love interest Laura from the last game and showing
the people the truth...

As you can tell it's not quite a light-hearted story even though the game visually looks pretty cute.
But still, it's not a depressing story, instead it still contains enough humor (more like random, cute and sometimes even a bit
dirty humor), amusing situations and entertaining characters to put the adventurer in a good mood.

Like in the predecessor it's an adventure game where you point & click your way through the story. You pick up items, combine
and\/or use them, talk to characters and explore places. There's no dead-end or way to die.
This time, however, you can control other characters more often (3 in total), like pidgeon Peck who can reach hardly reachable
items better.
For advanced adventurers it shouldn't be a problem to solve the puzzles (only in chapter 5 it took me longer to figure out how to
get further here and there) and also beginners can give themselves a try here but be prepared to find your solutions after a while
since they are not that easy to spot and you'll have to think around the corner (or pay attention to characters' commentaries).

When it comes to graphics and animations, the creators really did step up here. They look way more carefully drawn, more
detailled and just more beautiful.
The music, again, is also very good and contains a row of great background soundtracks outside of the well-known two songs
from the first game (the title melody and the wind song).
The voice work? I can only tell you about the English version since this is the one I personally prefer. And it is quite fine,
especially with these loveable accents and voices.

Is there something I miss in this game? Oh, sure.
Like the trading cards. There ARE some for this game. Unfortunately they don't seem to be activated or something and I'm not
the only player having this problem. Hopefully this will change.
And since the story is also built on relationships between characters, especially protagonist Robert and his love interest Laura, I
was looking for a continuation of their story but it's more like neglected. Like they see each other after three years apart and all
we get to see is them standing in front of the other and talking. I was a bit disappointed. I didn't expect or want a soap opera but
still more than that. A bit more heart.

So "The Inner World - The Last Wind Monk" is a very fine adventure with advanced graphics, animations and easy but not too
easy puzzles for a couple of hours of fun.
If you're not familiar with "The Inner World", I recommend playing the first game first just to avoid confusion about certain
relationships and connections to the story that happened before this sequel.. I kept writing trying to submit a review, and either it
hated me saying "fart" or I am gonna see 154 posts of my review on Herding Dog tomorrow morning...

So, for brevity's sake, and maybe so I can post a comment and update with my full and actual thoughts LATER, I will leave you
with:

Badger: In summation, I think you just got to not do it, man. That's all.
Mr. Fox: I understand what you're saying, and your comments are valuable, but I'm gonna ignore your advice.
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Don't ignore Badger's advice, Foxy.

UPDATE:

UHG! I don't know why I couldn't post my full review. It seems like "fart" is an okay word, but who knows. Here are my full
thoughts, as I wish to share them with the dev and with other gamers.

The UI is not pretty, but much worse of a flaw, it is not informative. We need a *working* HUD with objectives on the screen -
ALWAYS - with real time updates as we progress through them. Sometimes I had 0%, or 0\/0 HUDs. Sometimes I had nothing
on my screen. Sometimes I would pen the sheep and the game wouldn't end. I needed to get a bucket of "Item +1" that was off
on the far corner of the map. How did I know this? Only because the game didn't end when I penned the sheep and I started
running around. This is not good. I shouldn't have to guess what I need to do. Add a minimap or directional markers to let me
know where my sheep are, my home is and maybe - or maybe not - where the predators are. Make your buttons say Play! not
"paw shape". Buttons, HUDs, minimaps-- every UI element should be clear as to what it is telling the player. The world map - it
looked okayish in the screenshots, but my map was of a view where all I could see was the dog and the "level" he was at. I
couldn't see the next levels. I had no idea what I was doing - or should do - and then I pressed in a few places. One worked and
he ran a long way off to level two. It's not a world map if I don't see the world. And all I saw was one level at a time with no
context. Again. Make things clear to the player, every level, every objective, every update to the objectives and the rating they
might be getting. I mean, aliens - I think - abducted one of my pigs, but I have no idea, honestly. There were coyotes there, too. I
didn't see it happen. I was not told ALIENS ABDSUCTED YOUR PIGLET OH NO! Which could be something funny, as well
as informative. Because of the bad UI I have no idea why I would get a "D" score when I got 3\/5 pigs but a "C" score when I
rescued only 1 sheep. Makes no sense and I have no visual feedback as to WHY that is the case. The in-game HUD should tell
me what is going on and the scoreboard should be a recap.

There is very little AI. I mostly found myself trying to be between the sheep and the wolf. The wolves never stopped or ran away
when I barked. The sheep never stopped, or ran, when I barked. But they did fart blood! Which makes no sense. I wasn't near
them. Or biting them. I certainly couldn't bite wolves or make them fart blood. But sheeps fart blood when I bark and it doesn't
kill them or do anything but make em fart blood. TOOT TOOT TOOT! I mean, I guess it's funny, but uh... yea. I run around
between the wolves and sheep. The wolves never stop trying to get the sheep, running directly at them in a constant b-line, and
only turn away when I turn towards them. But they instantly turn back to run at the sheep the moment I turn away. Barking
doesn't scare them. It doesn't call the farmer. It seems pointless except for the farting sheep joke aspect. The stock could be
dopey but the predators shouldn't be. And even though sheep are a little fluffy-brained, they don't stand there to get mauled by a
wolf. I mean, if they run away from me - farting blood at my barks - then they should run from the wolves, too. It's just
common sense. I don't know where you wanna go with this but it seems like something needs to be done to make it more
realistic or more interesting, with more depth. Right now I am just mousing between A and B. An A that wants to eat B, and a B
that is afraid of me, but not of A, who wants to eat him.

Mr. Dev: You are asking people to buy this game and it's not finished, and you don't say that. It sounds like your friend wrote a
long review for you, calling you by name and adding a lot of imagined depth to the game that I am just not seeing. It sounds like
he knows exactly what you want this game to be, but that seems to actually further highlight what the game isn't yet.

You need to let people who are paying money for this game know it's not finished, or they are just going to be annoyed with
you, downvote your game and\/or ask for a refund. You may say "Well this game is for kids!" but like the unfinished alpha
game info-- you don't say that anywhere on your store page! And I like kid's things. I love cartoons, kid's books and kid's games.
Just because a game is for children does not excuse poor UI design, poor gameplay direction, etc.

I hope you make this game what you invision, because I love dogs, especially Border Collies (hint hint) and Babe. See? I love
childish things, and this game has potential, but right now it's not worth as much time as I've spent playing and reviewing it. Best
of luck, and hope you can update this game to meet your dream's potential.. Great game, not like many achievement spam
games

Pros:
Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the screen with 100cps)
All achievements unlock with no problem
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Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen
Doesn't take too long

Cons:
"Hunt Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster

Overall, good for 5k achievements :). Game used to be fun before they added bots and changed the UI.. It's a good and adicting
game, the only thing it doesnt have is an exit button :D
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We always keep minority spirit.. How to win games with this guy:

Step 1: play on maps with buildings near VPs\/fuel points

Step 2: Drop a forward HQ on said building

Step 3: Keep your guys near that HQ, reinforce your guys as needed.

Step 4: YOU MAY HAVE MEN, BUT I HAVE MORE MEN.

For real, this commander is really good if you catch them off guard. The ability to have an early game reinforcement point is
really good for locking down important points, and that boosts your chance of winning a match by a large margin.

The forward HQ also have medics, so you can skip the medic upgrade. For the M45 AT gun, it's a cheap call in that is good for
killing enemy LTs and scout cars, most importantly it's spammable.

This guy, as of this review, also have shock troops and KV-2. All of which are good anti-infantry measures as well.. Pretty good
for a budget racer. Racing against recordings from other players is pretty cool and it means you're always gonna have a close
race.. Multiplayer doesn't work...glitchy...needs WORK.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. A
very fun, surprisingly long choose your own adventure story, though I feel it falls into some of the same traps as others in the
genre. Mainly, the illusion of choice is too easily shattered on a subsequent playthrough. Avoiding spoilers, you're cautioned
about being too flashy with your powers and drawing attention to yourself. In one playthrough I followed this advice, and on the
second I did the exact opposite. At the same point in the story, no matter what, you run into *spoiler.* Other than that, its a well
crafted game with some great scenes and characters to fill them; all I can say is, use your powers often.. Really nice puzzler with
escape room feel. Solved it with friends in a few hours, really enjoyed it. I'm guessing the low ratings are because there are only
2 levels so far but for the 6,50 euro I paid for the cd k ey its ok.
The levels are soooooooo pretty, amazing textures and 3d objects.
Puzzles are better than in almost all real life escape rooms as there is no need to dumb them down so people can finish them
within 60 minutes.

Minor issues (which don't really break the fun)
- There are some bugs that might require you to start the level (which will cost you 5 minutes or so , once you know the
solutions to puzzles).
- You can't ask for a hint, you'll have to go to youtube which also might spoil other puzzles.

Bugs we found (don't read, spoiler)
- Code dails sometimes get stuck so you cant put in the correct code (on box with clock)
- Clock sometimes cannot be turned because the large hand suddenly stands up
- Items can be completely lost if you walk around with them, they disappear into places you can't see or reach.
- Missing feature: You can't restart a level, you have to exit the game and open it again.. I bought this game on release and it was
fun for a while. I took a long break and came back to find\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on guys in drag...what? i
thought they patched\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like that online. I remember when people were making
giant\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and i thought they patched it to where you can't see it
anymore. did they never do it for the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Anyway, still super fun and i love Amy and B2. Hope they add Yun-Seong soon.. I first met Fritz many years ago when it was
the talking chess program and was mentioned together with Kasparov in New in Chess - Yes he was actually playing back then.

User interface is a bit nicer but really no major improvements. Included multimedia is aimed at beginners. Some more games
commented by a stong player would be nice (remember the Karpov comments with (I think) chessmaster 3000?). The engine is
still terribly strong for a measely human like me.

It's still just Fritz - a strong program with nice database options - both for reference and for storing your own games.

Is it a good buy? Well if you just want a chess program and a database then you should probably look at free options on the
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internet. But if you want to play at Playchess.com and use their material then it looks like a good deal because of the 6 months
included membership. Should you consider upgrading with the DLC for 'Deep Fritz'? - well are you a superstrong chess player?
I'm not so I wont. In fact I'm very happy with the chance to get Fritz+playchess for a good price and I dont miss 'Deep multicore
etc.' options.

For reference I'm a "hobby" player with an Elo rating around 1900.

Match3 game "The Trials of Olympus" on Steam:
On 18th December we and our partner e-FunSoft Games proudly present the first part of the match-3 triology "The Trials of
Olympus" on Steam. We will also publish part 2 and 3 in the following months - so stay tuned ...
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